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changes, technology factors, 127–134
collaboration, 228–231
initiation process, 214–215
collaborative supply chain planning, example, 244–251
competitive advantage, 256–257
contrasts, 21e
coordination, 195, 199–202, 228–231
corporation global supply chain, 236e
creation, 173–176, 192, 287
data, sharing, 189–192
benefits, 191e
decision making, price, 73–74
decisions, importance, 135
differentiation, 294e
downstream, 138
drivers, 17–19
e-business, integration, 144–145
efficiency/responsiveness, 325–326, 331–332
emergent behavior, usage, 332–333
event hub, 152e
facilities proposal, 247e
feedback loop, harnessing, 322–323
firm alignment, 3
function, explanation, 7–20
information, purposes, 16
innovation, 223
knowledge manager, integration, 301
management, 144, 321, 332
market supply chains, 160–161
models, usage, 232
networks, design, 307
opportunities, defining, 255
organization, implications, 151, 153
participants, 23–27
partnership, 296
predictive analytics applications, 148–151
product data standards, 207–211
product movement, tracking, 307
profitability, maximization, 16
projects, exercise, 293–296
real-time supply chain, 319
response, 227e
responsiveness, 150–151
running, leverage point, 224
simulation
game show, 234
results, 238e
usage, 240e
stages/network, 3
strategic supply chain design, 136–138
strategy
creation, 258–262
exercise, 293–296
structure, 26e
evolution, 20–23
synchronized supply chain, inventory flow, 206e
tactical supply chain planning, 138
tao, 215–218, 233, 239
technology, 126–134
information technology, combination, 127
Index

thinking, 4–5
usage, 98–99
value delivery, 256
web-enabled supply chain, 270
Supply Chain (Chopra/Meindl), 3, 122
Supply Chain Management (Chopra/Meindl), 7, 34
supply chain management (SCM), 122, 125, 134
corporations, 1
collaborations, 4
definitions, 4
detail, levels, 181–184
evolution, 2–7
impact, 8–10
supply chain operations, 77
categories, 43
change, technology (impact), 115–116
collaborative supply chain
operations, process, 239–252
impact, 142–143
model, 41–44
monitoring/management, 146–147
outsourcing, 105–106
planning/sourcing, 41
reinvention, collaboration (usage), 231–238
support systems, 122
supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model, 42, 96, 177, 180, 310
supply chain performance
categories, 173
data dependence, 223–228
enabling, operations (impact), 173, 177–179
metrics, 159, 180
scorecard, usage, 228
sustainable growth/productivity, 314–316
Sutherland, Joel, 106, 113
synchronized supply chain, inventory
flow, 206
system design
alignment, 266
failure, 268
guidelines, 266–268
strategic guidelines, 265–268
application, 269–271
systems
alignment, 268
beneﬁts, 280
bottlenecks/constraints, 203
bottom-up systems, 328
companies, components, 330–331
complexity, organizational capabilities
(contrast), 268
cost-avoidance beneﬁts, 280
costs, 279
creation, development sequence
(usage), 267–268
development
project, success, 266
sequence, 277–278
direct beneﬁts, 280
high-level outline, conceptual
design, 262
incremental beneﬁts, 280
infrastructure, strengths (leverage), 266–267, 269
intangible beneﬁts, 280
needs, assessment, 143–144
strategic system guidelines, 268–269
technology integration (collaboration
roadblock), 112
top-down systems, 328
usage, 266
web-based e-commerce systems, 270–271

T
tactical data level, 181
tactical planning, simulation (usage), 138–140
tactical supply chain planning, 138
team-building event, 86
technical innovations, impact, 172–173
technical support, 67
technology
  assessment, 143–144
  business
    combination, usage, 267
    processes, combination, 264
  changes, impact, 115
  expense, 144
  impact, 115–116
  people, combination, 241–242
  supply chain technology, 126–134
telephone documents, usage, 84
Theory of Constraints, 202–204
third-party logistics suppliers (3PLs), 113, 200
3D printing/additive manufacturing (technology factor), 127, 133
3D warehouse simulation, 141
throughput, increase, 203
Tier 1 dashboard, display, 148
time boxing, 274
time series forecasting method, 46, 48
Today and Tomorrow (Ford), 22
total backorders, value, 167
total capacity, usage, 50
total cost of ownership (TCO), emphasis (increase), 72–75
total products, sale (percentage), 173
total sales, percentage, 173
transportation, 6, 14–15
  planning/content systems, 122
  planning systems, 124
  scheduling system, 122, 126
  supply chain driver, 32
transport modes, 14–15
truck load (TL), 92
  amount, 93
trust
  collaboration roadblock, 112
  CTM enabler, 111
turn and earn (T&E), 169
Tzu, Sun, 215–218

U
Uber, connection, 251–252
Uniform Code Council, 131
United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 210
United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC), 210
Universal Product Code (UPC), 131
unpredictability levels, 97
upside flexibility, 170, 172
upside production flexibility, 179
UPS, transportation services, 32
usage rates, 69
utilization rates, 80, 82

V
value-added networks (VANs), 119
value contribution, impact, 110
variables, forecasts, 44
vehicles, entity type, 234
vendor
  performance, 68
  selection (procurement category), 59, 67
vendor-managed inventory (VMI), 69
vertically integrated companies
  divisions, 21e
  running, 106
virtuous cycle, 224
visualizations (cloud infrastructure building block), 147
voice over the Internet (VOIP), 246
Voluntary Interindustry Commerce Standards (VICS), 211

W

Walmart, 256
dominance, 143
supply chain, impact, 18–19
warehouse
data warehouse, 182, 184
inventory, 95
NSC data warehouse, 271
operations, simulation (usage), 140
warehouse management system (WMS), 122, 126
warehousing, approaches, 11–12
warranty returns/repairs, number, 167
web-based e-commerce systems, 270–271

Web-based services, array, 117–118
web-enabled supply chain, 270e
Whang, Seungjin, 144
workflow, 205e
coordination, 145
work (completion), technology changes (impact), 115
W.W. Grainger, market service, 30

X

XML. See extensible markup language

Y

Yanasik, Tolga, 135, 141

Z

Zacharia, Zach G., 4